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1. Introduction

By the 3-rank of a number field is meant the rank of the 3-primary com-
ponent of the ideal class group. For example, the field Q{\/—3299), with class
group C(3)xC(9), has 3-rank two. No quadratic field presently known has
3-rank exceeding four.

In [3] (q.v. for notation), I showed the existence of infinitely many ima-
ginary quadratic fields with 3-rank three (or larger). Extending this earlier
work, the present article provides the following:

Theorem. Infinitely many imaginary quadratic fields have 3-rank at least
four.

This result will be approached by way of:

Proposition (Cf. [3, Prop. 3]). Suppose that for l < z < 4 :
(i) The integers Aiy B{ are coprime;

(ii) The quantities B2—\A\ have a common value D, such that Q(\/S) is an
imaginary quadratic field of discriminant <—4;

(iii) There is a prime l{ dividing A{ for which B{ is not a cubic residue;
(iv) ^(Bi+Bj) is a non-zero cubic residue of lj whenever 1 <z <j <4.
Then withfi denoting the class determined by the ideal (Ah i(B f+\/Z)) of the field
Q(\/Σ)), we have

(1) </.,/»/»Λ>«C(3)«.

For the proof of the Proposition, refer to [16].
The work falls naturally into two main divisions. Parts 2-6 (cf. (ii)

above) are concerned with constructing a polynomial D possessing suitably
many decompositions in the form B2—4A3, where A, B denote polynomials
with rational integer coefficients. The remainder is devoted to verifying the
premises of the Proposition, for certain values of this expression D.

More specifically, in Part 2 the problem of forming an appropriate
function D is reduced to that of obtaining a rational parametric solution to a
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certain pair of simultaneous diophantine equations. The latter are best treated

by means of circulants (taking the place of factorizations using cube roots of

unity, in an earlier version). Part 3 accordingly furnishes a treatment of

these determinants and in Part 4 the notation is applied in effecting a resolution

of the equations in Part 2. The remaining difficulties are then of a computati-

onal nature, the statement of the Proposition serving to guide this later divi-

sion of the work. A number of supplementary matters receive attention in

notes at the end.

This article is based on the author's dissertation [4]. I take the oppor-

tunity to express my deep gratitude to Professor D J . Lewis for his sympathe-

tic guidance and unfailing support as my advisor. Thanks are tendered also to

Dr W. Ellison, who jointly suggested the topic of the investigation, to Dr P J .

Weinberger for sharing his expertise in the course of many profitable discu-

ssions, and to Professor D.H. Lehmer, to whom are due the factorizations of

the larger numbers in formulae (60) below.

2. The simultaneous equations

We begin as in [3] from the observation that the polynomial

D(X0, Yoy Zo) - (-Xo+ y o + Z o ) 2 -

is a symmetric function of the three variables. This can be turned to advantage

by writing X0=xl and so on, thereby producing a polynomial D(xl9 yl zl) with

three different arrangements in the form B2—\AZ. To enrich the supply still

further, we admit additional variables xl9 •••, z2 which are to be such that

D(xl yl 4) = D(xl yl *?) = D(xl yl z\).

These requirements will be met provided

(2-a) xxzx = xozo, x2y2 = xoyo

l+zi = —(χl—yl+4)

l—%l = —(χ3o+yl—4)

Equations (2-a) are evidently satisfied by the assignments

( ' I -v.3 . ^ , 3 < V 3 _ / ^ 3 I Λ f 3 _ i V 3 \

( 3 )

x0 y0 z0

_x2 y2 z2]

Xa μb vc

\c μbλ va

\b μa vcx_

Substituting these values in (2-b) produces

bϊ) = (X>+V

3)(a>+c3)
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this being the diophantine system alluded to in the Introduction.

The system is separately homogeneous in both Greek and Roman letters, so

that every solution amounts in fact to a doubly infinite solution set. It will be

clear however, that since

( 5 ) , (μbf,

is likewise bi-homogeneous, this feature does not lead to a proliferation of fields

Q(\/D)- The various integer values of D so obtained will all be sixth-power

multiples of a common, least integer value.

3. Circulants

Let σ denote a generator of the cyclic group C(3). The regular represen-

tation of C(3) maps σ to the matrix

"0

1

0

0

0

1

Γ
0

0_

The element p\-\-qcr+rσ2 (σ3=l) of the rational group algebra QC(3) is carried

to the matrix

"p r q~

q p r

J 9 PJ

known as a cyclic matrix of the third order. The determinant

Δ(P> <1> r) = d e t Γ ( p , q, r)

is called a cyclic determinant, or circulant. Since QC(3) is a commutative ring,

multiplication of cyclic matrices is commutative and the products are again

cyclic matrices. We note that

Γ(A ?, r)τ = Γ(py r, q)

and adj Γ(p, q, r) = T(p2-qr, r2-pq, q2-rp).

Thus the transpose of a cyclic matrix and the inverse of a nonsingular cyclic

matrix are both cyclic.

Unit circulants

The diophantine equation

( 6 ) A(p,q,r)=l

can be solved completely (in rational numbers p> q> r) with the aid of a change

of variables. We set
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(7-a)

The inverse transformation is given by

(7-b)

ίpy ϊ. A =
where α+/3+γ = 0 .

3s = p+q+r

[a, β, Ύ] = [ps9 q—s, r—s] .

By means of (7-a) (ii), it is possible to write (7-a) (i) in terms of only three new

variables (say ay β} s), but it is better to preserve symmetry.

In view of the identity

q p r
r q p

equation (6) assumes the form

( 8 ) 3*

= (P+q+r)

a—β Ύ—a

β-Ύ a-β

p-q r-p

q-r p-q

___ 1

As this is linear in s, however, it serves to determine the latter in terms of the

other new variables.

Equations (7) and (8) express in parametric form the complete solution of

(6). The letters a, β, Ύ (possibly accented) will be standard notation for three

rational-valued parameters (not all zero) subject to the single restraint (7-a)

(ii). Further, we shall write

(9-a)

(9-b)

φ = φ(a, β, 7) =
a—β Ύ—a

β-Ύ a-β ,

[L, M, N] = [α+l/3ψ, β+lβφ, γ+l/3φ]

(where L=L(α, β, γ) and so on).
In summary,

[P, ϊ» r] = [L, M, N]

gives the general solution of equation (6). The values of a, β, Ύ are recoverable

from those of p, q, r by use of relations (7-b), and in fact it follows directly from

(9) that

[a, β, Ύ] = [L-s, Ms, N-s]

where 3ί = L+M+N.
(10) {

Three further functions £7, V, W of a, β, 7 are defined by
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(11) [Uy Vy W] = [L2-MNy M2-NLy N2-LM].

Thus T(Uy Vy W) is the matrix of cofactors for Γ(L, My N). We have
Δ(L, My N)=ly hence

Γ(L, M, N)'1 = adj Γ(L, M, N) = Γ(C/, F, JF)T = Γ(£/, ίF, F ) .

Writing / for the identity matrix Γ(l, 0, 0), we obtain the relation

(12) Γ(L, M, N)T(Uy Vy W)τ = Iy

by transposition of which it follows that

Γ(Uy Vy W)Γ(Ly M, N)τ = I.

The transformation (11) is therefore involutory, that is,

[L, My N] = [U2-VWy V2-WUy W2-UV].

(To save repeated back-reference, the reader is asked to memorize both (11)
and these inverse formulae. They will be needed constantly.) Thence

L(L2-MN) = LU= (U2-VW)U

or L 3 - U3 = LMN- UVW.

This extends by symmetry of the right side to yield the relations

(13) L 3 - U3=M3- V3=N3- W3 = LMN- UVW.

The expanded form of (12) provides the identities

LV+MW+NU = 0

LW+MU+NV = 0.

On solving these as a pair of linear equations to determine My V we find the
expressions

(15) MM , v
LU-NW LU-NW

Lastly, (7-a) (ii) shows that

The common value of these three quantities will be one third of their sum,

hence — φ . By (9-b) and (11) however,
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= a2-βl+~,
Φ

Writing

(16)

we have therefore the formulae

(17)

L

M

N

U~

V

w
= 3φ

L

M

N

U~

V

w

~L

M

N

U

V =

Ί+3aφ φ2+3a
l + 3βφ i

_l+3τφ i

These polynomial functions L> •••, W are ultimately better suited to express the

solution of equations (4). We shall find it easier however, to work with the

rational functions L, •••, W, using (16) to translate the results as required.

CarmichaeΓs and Vieta's equations

The complete solution of the diophantine equation

(18) A(p",q",r")=A(p',q',r')

was given by Carmichael [2]. Assuming that neither side vanishes

(N.B. 2Δ (p, q, r)=*Σjp*Σj(q—r)2), we can write the equation as

det {T{p", q", r")T{p\ q', r')"1} = 1 .

From our earlier remarks, it follows that the expression in braces is a cyclic

matrix. We conclude that

T{p", q", r") = T(p, q, r)T(p', q\ r')

where (6) holds. In other words

~PfΓ

Γ(L, M, N)

Consider next the diophantine equation

(19) x3+y3 = z3+w3,

first solved in full generality by Euler [2, 5, 9]. It is clear from (13) that
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(20) x:y: z\w = L: —U: N: —W

affords a parametric solution. Apart from solutions of the form [#, y, x> y], this

is in fact the general solution. For equation (19) may be put in the form

A(x, 0, - * ) = Δ(-y, to, 0),

showing it to be a restricted case of (18). (A distribution of symbols has been

chosen which leads to (20). There are evidently many solutions of (19) in-

herent in (13), all of them forms of the general solution.) Thus

Γ(L, M, N)Γ(x, 0, - * ) = Γ(-y, wy 0)

or

in agreement with (20).

Lemma. Let L'=L(a\ β', j') and so on. Then a\ β', y' can be chosen

rationally in terms of a, /3, 7 so as to produce

-y

w

0

=

~ Lx—Mz

Mx-Nz

Nx—Lz

(21) υ_
N'

K
w

(set=J).
u N' υf

Proof. Equation (19) may be put in the alternative form

Δ(xy 0, y) = Δ(#, w, 0),

and then for suitable values of a\ β\ yf we shall have

(22) Γ(L', ΛΓ, iV')Γ(#, 0, y) = Γ(*, w, 0)

hence jc:y: «: w^L 7 : -ΛΓ7: Ϊ77: - ^ .

A comparison with (20) yields (21). Q.E.D.

To obtain a!, β', Ίf explicitly in terms of a, β, 7, write (22) in the form

V

M'

N'

= T(x, 0,

Since adj Γ(*, 0, y) = Γ(^2, y\ -xy),

the right side becomes

x(xz—yw)~

y2z-\-x2w

_—y(χz—yw)
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Thus from (20) we obtain

(23) M' = (L3- f/3)'1

L(LN-UW)

NΐP-LW
IU{LN-UW)]

where the factor (L3— U3) : may be replaced by (LMN— UVW)~\ in accordance
with (13). We find that

L'+M'+N' =
N-W
L-U

and then a', β', j ' can be obtained at once from (10') (denoting the primed-
notation analogue of (10)). Moreover, (23) gives for the common value of the
ratios in (21),

τ LMN-UVW(24)
LN-UW

Finally, we can supplement (21) by relations which allow M' and V to
be expressed in terms of L, U, N, W. Thus by (21), the equations

(15')

take the form

(25)

M' = N'2U'-L'W
L'U'-N'W '

LN-UW

γι_L'Wn-N'U'2

L'U'-N'W'

_ LW2-N2U
LN-UW '

Combining (25) (i) with (24) gives, of course, the same expression for M' as
lent already by (23).

REMARK. Although no use will be made of it, the following property of
the functions L, M, N seems worth mentioning. Suppose that

T(L", M", N") = Γ(L, M, N)Γ(L', M', N').

Then the associated parameters are related by the equation

Γ(α", β", Ύ") = Γ(α, β, τ)Γ(α', β', γ ') .

For on multiplying the former equation by Γ(l, 1, 1), we obtain

L"+M"+N" = (L+M+N)(L'+M'+N'),

while from (10),

Γ(L, M, N) = Γ(α, β, y)+±(L+M+N)Γ(l, 1, 1).
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The result then follows directly.

4. The rational parametric solution

A solution in the field Q(a, β, 7) will be obtained for the system (4).
Taking the equations separately, we may write (4) (i) in the form

A(μb, μbu 0) = Δ(λ, 0, v)A(a, 0, c)

and so obtain a parametric solution by setting

T(L, M, N)T(μb, μbu 0) = Γ(λ, 0, v)Γ(a, 0, c)

or

μb

/A
0

= Γ(U, W, V)

\a

vc

_va-\-Xc_

'(XU+vW)a+(XW+vV)c

(χW+vV)a+(XV+vU)c

_(χV+vU)a+(XU+vW)c _

This yields the formulae

c
a

\V+vU
XU+vW

μb^ = X2L-XvM+v2N
a XU+vW

μbi = _X2M-XVN+P2L

a XU+vW '

A solution of (4) (ii) can be read off by symmetry. With L'=L(a', β', j')
and so on, we have

b __ XV'+μU'

a Xl/'+μW

VC^ _ X2L'-XμM'+μ2N'
a XU'+μW

VCλ__ X2M'-XμN'+μ2L'
a XU'+μW

A simultaneous solution of equations (4) will be achieved by showing how
a', β', Ύ' may be chosen in terms of a, β, Ύ so as to reconcile the disparate
expressions for b\a and c\a afforded by the two sets of formulae above. For
this we require

(26)

- XvM+ vzN _ '+μU'

XU+vW XU'+μW

~vx~u+vw= xv+μW V=T/
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Now from (14) (ii),

U(X2L~\vM+v2N) = \L(\U+PW)+PN(\V+VU) .

There is an analogous identity in the primed notation. If we write

* \V'+μU' * \V+vU

equations (26) will therefore assume the form

\L=μ*U+v*N

\L' = μ*N'+v*U' .

Let a!, β\ Ύ' now be chosen, as the Lemma shows may be done, so that

(21) is satisfied. Then the relations just written, regarded as a pair of linear

equations to determine the ratios λ: μ*: i>*, are seen to be linearly dependent.

(Conversely, if they are dependent, then (21) must hold. For

U N' U'

and the cube of each ratio will equal

L3-U3-N3 ίP

L'3-N'3- U'3 W'3'

by (13), (13').) Returning to the earlier form (26) of these relations, we need

therefore only solve the single equation obtained by subtracting corresponding

sides, namely

\2L'-Xμ(M'-V')+μ2(N'+U') __ Q

U'+W\U+vW

This can be accomplished as follows. Set

From (21),

(29) * = ^ = ^ + ^ .

The choice

(JU) μ-{-v = —fcX

reduces (27) to a mere linear equation, which may then be solved simultaneously

with (30) itself to yield the ratios >/λ, vj\.
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In fact, eliminating k between (28) and (30) produces

(3D XU+vW \U'+μW'_0

' W W

which simplifies (27) to the form

X2L-Xv(M-V)+v2(N+U) __ X2L'-Xμ(M'-V')+μ2(N'+U')

W W
By (21), X2LjW=X2L'}W. Subtracting this quantity from both sides and using
(29), we are left with the equation

. 2 M-V. , 2 M'-V\

This gives upon rearrangement

(M-V M'-V
v

Hence

(32)

= k*X(μ-v), by (30).

w
A mental check now suffices to show the solution of the linear system (30)-(32)
to be

(33) w w

X - Oh2j M-V , M'-V •Ik2

w w
In summary, the solution obtained for the bi-homogeneous system (4) is

the following:

' μjX, vjX given by equations (33)

b_ = ± X2L-XvM+v2N = xV'+μU'
a μ XU+vW

(34)

XU'+μW

e_ = XV+vU = 1 X2L'-XμM'+μ2N'
\ a XU+PW v XU'+μW'
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b, = _ 1 X2M-XvN+v2L
a μ XU+vW

Ci = 1 X2M'-XμN'+μ2U
a v XU'+μW

The values of a\ β', Ίf for these formulae are to be determined from those
of α, β, 7 as described at the end of the preceding section (they will not be
needed explicitly), while (in (33)) k=(N+U)/W. (See also Note A.)

5. Identities

From equation (31) we see that

\U'+μW - -J-\\U+vW).

By formulae (34), the system (4) thus has a solution in which

a=-(\U+vW)

c = \V+vU

μb = -{X2L-XvM+v2N)

μbλ = X2M—XvN+v2L,

I ~J-1a=-(

(35-b)

(35-a)

-J-ιvCλ = X2M'-XμN'+μ2U .

Several useful relations connecting the variables on the left side in (3) follow
from the above. The first of these are

( xo = Lyo+Nyλ

\ zo = Myo+Ly,,

( xo = L%+N%

\ y0 = Mfz,+L'z2.

(36-a)

(36-b)

In fact,

and (36-a) (i) results immediately on substituting the values given by (35-a).
The other three relations are obtained similarly.

Further identities can be deduced by elimination (that is, by solving).
Thus we find
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(37-a)

(37-b)

ί Lxo-Uyo-Nzo = O

I Mxo+Uyi-Lzo=O,

ί L'x0-N'yo-U'zo = 0

I M%-L'yo+U'z2 = O.

Application of (21) to (37-b) (i) yields (37-a) (i) again, while applying (21) to
(37-b) (ii) produces

JM'xo-Lyo+Nz2 = 0.

Eliminating y0 between this equation and (36-a) (i), we get

(38)

In addition to these linear relations, there are also quadratic identities
connecting the triplets of subscripted variables. Indeed (35-a) gives

~xλ

=

_va

=

V
M

0

U
-N

-U

0 "
L

— W

~\2~

v2 .

Inverting the matrix and making use of (14), we find

-LN

ZU+NW UW

MW -VW

_ -MU UV

so that by elimination of λ, v,

LU

~LV

LW

{MWxx-

= ((LU+Nl^x.+ UWy^LUz^-MUx.

or finally (by application of (14) and after division by L)

(39-a) LMfa+ztf-Wx^ = VWyl+iLV-MW

The analogous identity satisfied by x2, y2, z2 is

(39-b) L'M'(x2+y2)
2-N'2x2y2 = V'W'z2

2+{ΠV'-M'W'){x2+y2)z2.

It is to be noted that although not every solution of (4) given by (34) will
satisfy (35), the relations obtained in Part 5 will be valid anyway. For the
bi-homogeneity of these relations leaves them free of the added restriction
on the value of ajX imposed by the parent equations (35).
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6. The simplified solution

The values used for the Greek letters in (35) must satisfy (33). Hence

[λ, μ, v] = δ[X, μ, P]

where

y + )
(40)

M'-Vΰ = k2 +
W

while is δ arbitrary. We shall next simplify certain of formulae (35)-(40),
assigning δ a particular value chosen to help achieve this end.

Set

(41) K = M+V+l.

We have

K(M-V) = M2-V2+(V2-UW)-(M2~LN)

= LN~UW.

Again, by (13),

giving
L2-LW+W2

 = N2-NU+U2

N+U L+W

where the common value of the two members will be shared also by the ratio

NU(L2-LW+ W2)-LW(N2-NU+ U2)
NU(N+U)-LW(L+W)

The numerator in this expression simplifies to (LU—NW)(LN— UW), while
as regards the denominator, (15) gives

M _ v = NU(N+U)-LW(L+W)
LU-NW

This serves to establish the formulae

L2-LW+W2

 = N2~NU+ U2

 = LN-UW _ κ

N+U L+W M-V

We may use (29) and (42) to write
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tv KW

And from (42), (24) and (13),

(44) JK = M2+MV+ V2.

By (42) and (44), we see that it is appropriate to define

J=ZφJy K=ZφK.

Formulae containing the letters /, K and homogeneous in L, •••, W will then
remain valid on replacing the latter by L, * ,TF, provided we also change / to
J and K to K.

Next, for the numerators in (25), we have

NU2-L2W = N(U2- VW)-(D-MN)W-NW{M- V)

= (LN- UW)-NW(M- V)

and likewise

LW2-N2U = (LN-UW)-LU(M-V).

So by (42),

(45) JM' = 1—NWIK, JV = 1-LU/K

whence on subtraction (N.B. W'= WjJ)

Γ46Ϊ M'-V' = LU-NW
K ' W KW '
Moreover,

(47) (LU-NW)+(LN-UW) - {L-W)(N+U),

so with the help of (29) we derive

i (M—V M'—V'\ T—W

FS) Λ rr wr I JL\.

When the values given by (43), (46) and (48) are introduced in equations
(40), we find

χ = 2L
2-LW+W2 L-W

KW K

__ίN+U\2

 { M-V

ΰ -N+U V-LW+W2 LU-NW
W KW KW '
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By (47), we can write

(N+U)(L2-LW+W2)+W(LU-NW) =

(N+ U)[(L2-LW+ W2)+ W(L- W)]-W(LN- UW) ,

which by (42) reduces simply to L\N+NU)-KW(M-V).
Consideration of the denominators in the expressions thus obtained for λ,

7&, ϊ> leads to the choice S=KW2. We have then the formulae

(49)

λ = - W[2(L2-LW+ W2)+ W(L- W)]

= ~W(2L2-LW+W2)

μ = K[(N+ UY+ W(M- V)]

v = (N+U)(L2-LW+W2)+W(LU-NW)

= L2(N+ U)-KW{M~ V).

Equations (45) in conjunction with (21) permit the reduction of several
other formulae also. Thus (35-b) (ii) gives

(50) b=-(l-LUjK)X-Nμ

while (36-b) (ii), (38) and (39-b) yield in turn

(51) /jo = (\-NW/K)zo+Lz2

(52) Wx0 = K(yi+z2)

(53) L(l-NWIK)(x2+y2)
2-U%y2 =

W(l-LUIK)z2

2+[(L-W)+(NW2-DU)IK](x2+y2)z2.

Proceeding with the simplification of (35-a) (i), we have by (49)

-ajW= U(\/W)+p

= -U[2(L2-LW+W2)+W(L-W)]

+(N+ U)(L2-LW+ W2)+ W(LU-NW)

= (N-U){L2-LW+W2)-W2(N-U).

Hence

(54) a = -LW(L- W)(N- U).

And by elimination of v between (35-a) (i) and (ii),

(55) Wc=-L\-Ua.

The equations (54), (50), (55), (36-a) (i) and (52) can now be assembled to
read as follows:
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(56)

a = -LW(L-W)(N-U)

b= -(l-LU/K)\-Nμ

c = L(-\lW)+U{-ajW)

Nμb1 = Xa—Lμb

Kvcx = W\a—Kμbλ.

It is these formulae, together with (49), which constitute the 'Simplified*' sol-

ution. As noted in Part 3 however, we want a solution of (4) in terms of

L, ">W (see (16)) rather than L, •••, W, in order that integer values of the

parameters a, β, Ύ may produce integer values of D in equation (5). Taking

advantage of the bi-homogeneity of (4), we therefore cause the Greek letters in

(49) to absorb a factor (3φ)3, the Roman letters in (56) a factor (3φ)4, and so

write down the following as our final form of the solution to equations (4):

K=M+V+3φ (see (41))

\= - W(2L2-LW+ W2)

μ\K = (N+ U)2+ W(M- V)

v = L\N+U)-KW{M- V)

(57) I a = - L W{L~ W)(N- U)

Kb= -\(3φK-LU)—μKN

cjL = Zφ{-\jW)+U{-ajLW)

Nμbx= 3φXa—Lμb

[Kvcί= W\a—Kμbλ.

Lastly, we remark that formulae (35) become valid for the above solu-

tion if L, •• ,PFare replaced by Ly •••, W. The relations so obtained will find

use in Part 8.

7. The main example

The present section will exhibit a specific imaginary quadratic field with

3-rank (at least) four. How from this one example we may infer the existence

of infinitely many such fields, will be seen in Part 8.

Take as solution to (7a) (ii)

(58) [α, /5, 7] = [0, 3, - 3 ] .

By (9-a) we have φ = 3 3 , hence by (17)

(59)

L

M

.N

U

V

w.
=

1

244

.-242

729

738

720
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It is then a matter of patience (see Note B) to verify the following values com-

ing from (57):

# = 1 0 6 3

λ = - 2 5 32.5-11.23531

μlK= -37-3203

v = 378 088 327

(60) i α = - 2 4 32.5-719.971

J»=-2.11.2749.2837.3413

c = 34 6 801 023

^ = - 7 9 . 7 9 0 1 8 39513 77089

[Kvcι= 1231-736 717-22 19170 41539.

We shall need the fact that the four numbers printed in bold type are primes

congruent to 1 (mod 3). While three of these numbers scarcely require the

use of tables, the value of v lies beyond the range of existing tables. Its primality

can be confirmed without recourse to mechanical means of computation, by

applying the Gaussian method of exclusions, for example (see Note C).

The Proposition stated in the Introduction is next brought to bear on the

field Q(\/D), D being given by (5). These two are placed in relation to one

another by the table which follows.

ί

1

2

3

4

A,

^ Ό < ^ Ό = = Xι%\

y**i

xl—yl+zl

χl+yl-zl

xl+yl-4

h
V

37

79

2749

Integer Multiples

yJK* yo

Kx2, y0

Equations (2-a) have been used in forming the second column. By noting

that yo=(μlK)(Kb) and y2z2=(μjK)a{Kvc^, we see from (3) and (60) that the

entries in this column are integral. Those in the third column are likewise all

integers. This is already clear in the case of Bx and BAf while from equations

(2-b) we obtain

(61)
Bt = B4+2y3

2

B3 =

(where y2 and xy are integers). The last column of the table lists multiples

of /,- for each value of i, as can be checked using (3) and (60). A comparison

with the second column yields in particular the result
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needed for (iii) of the Proposition. We proceed to a systematic examination
of the other requirements for the isomorphism (1).

Greatest common divisors

(a) {Alt £ 0 = 1 = (A, BA).

These conditions take the form

(xozOy xl— yl+zl) = 1 = (xoyo, xl+yl—zl),

so are equivalent to

(χ0, yl-4) = (y0, *o-*o) = (*o> χl-yl) = 1.

It will be enough to show that (3fyl—Zo)=l (which is clearly satisfied), together
with

(*o/34, U\yl-zl)) = {yoy L\xl~zl)) = (zOy L\xl-yl)) = 1 .

By (37-a) (i),

Uyo=—Nzo (modΛ:0/34)

Lxo = Nzo (mod jo)

Lx0 = Uy0 (mod z0).

The conditions above therefore reduce to

(xol3\ (iV 3+t/ 3K) = (y0, (L3-N3)z0) = (*0, {L*-U3)y0) = 1 .

By (3) and (60) however,

ί xo = 29.34 52 ll.719.971-23531

(62) ] yo = 2.11-37.2749-2837.3203-3413

( * „ = 34 6 801 023-378 088 327

where the factorizations are complete (c/34 being within the limits of the table of

Lehmer [7]). Hence

(63) (*0/34, *o) = 1 = (y0, ze)

and it requires only to be shown that

(*„, N3+U*) = (y0, L3-N3) = (z0, L3-U3) = 1 .

From (42),

N3+ U3 = K(L+ WXN+ U) = 7 103 -487 1063 ,
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which is prime to x0. And

(64-a) L3~N3 = (L-N)(L2+(L+N)N)=36 19441,

prime to y0, while

= (33-1)(36+33+1)(33+1)((33+1)2-34)

or

(64-b) £ / 3 - Z , 3 = 2 3 . 7 13.19-37.757,

which is plainly prime to z0.

(b) (A3, B3)=\.

This requires (xl9 B3)=l=(yly B3), the first part of which is immediate from
(61) (ii) together with (A19 ^ 0 = 1 . We are left to show

(y19 xϊ—zl) = 1 ,

and this will follow from

(JΊ,

By (39-a) however,

LMfa+ztfΞΞWxfr

so that these conditions can be replaced with

, (Λ, N2-4LM) = (ylt N2-LM) = 1

(66)

For (65) (i) we have

N2-LM= 3φW= 24.36 5

N2-4-LM= 3φW-3LM= 22.3 4799,

while by (2-a) (i), equation (65) (ii) can be written as

(67) (xoy yλ) = 1 = (z0J y λ ) .

To confirm (67), we note that the ideal (x0, yλ) must contain

(3φxo—Nyly Mxo+UyJ = (Ly0, Lz0),

by (36-a) (i) and (37-a) (ii). Similarly, (^0, yλ) will include

(3φzo—Lyl9 z0) = (My0, z0),
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by (36-a) (ii). Since L=l=(M, z0), the latter part of (63) supplies what is
needed.

(c) (A2> B2) = 1 .

It is to be noted that whereas x2 and z2 are non-integral, all three of Kx2, yi\K,
Kz2 are integers. We have A2=(y2/K)(Kz2) and so must show that

{y2\K, B2) = 1 = {Kz2, B2).

Now (x2y2, 54) = (A,, Bt) = 1

by (a) above. The former requirement is thus a consequence of (61) (i). The
latter one will follow from

(Kz2, {Kx2f-{Ky2f) = 1 .

But by (53),

L(3φK-NW)(Kx2+Ky2)
2=KU2(Kx2)(Ky2) (mod Kz2).

It will be sufficient to check that

(Kz2, L(3φK-NW)(Kx2-Ky2)
2) = 1

(Kz2, L(3φK-NW)((Kx2γ+(Kx2)(Ky2)+(Ky2γ)) = 1

and therefore that

( (Kz2, (Kx2)y2) = 1

(68) (Kz2, KU2-4-L{3φK-NW)) = 1

( (Kz2, KU2-L(3φK-NW)) = 1 .

We have

KU2-L(3φK-NW) = (KV+LN)W

M-V

by (42) and (13). So by C59) and (64-b), equation (68) fiii) reduces simply to

(Kz2, 26.32 5.7.37.757)- 1.

Again, in (68) fii),

KU2-\L(3φK-NW) = 4W(L3-U3)/(M- V)-3KU2

= 32 62 653 379

(the larger factor being actually prime).
To handle (68) (i), since z2 is non-integral it is enough to see that

(Kz2y (Kx2)(y2lK)) = 1
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and hence by (2-a) (ii) that

(Kz2, xo)=ί = (L(Kz2), y0).

From (52) we have

Kz2= WxQ-Kyx.

Our first condition then follows readily from (62) (i) and (67). For the second,
note that by (51)

L(Kz2) = JKyo-(3φK-NW)zo

and we need only check that

(jo, (3φK~NW)z0) = 1 .

However,

-NW=y 28927,

and the result follows by (62) (ii) and (63).

The discriminant

The truth of D<0 can be confirmed from (5) and (62) with the aid of a
table of logarithms.

To see that the discriminant d of Q{\jD) satisfies d<— 4, note that
D=C2d where C is an integer. It is thus sufficient to check

(A 6) = 1 .

This is easily achieved, since from (62)

xo=yo=zQ—1 = 0 (mod 2)

# 0 = # 0 = j ; 0 + l = ()(mod 3),

giving by (5)

D = \ (mod 3) and (mod 4).

Non-cubic residues

It must next be shown that for 1 <z <4,

jB fΐcube (mod /,).

The techniques of the preceding section apply. Thus

LZBX=(U3-L3)yl (mod *0)

L3B4=-(L3-N3)zl (mod jo)

(LMfBl = (N'-^LM^N'-LMYix.z,)3 (mod yλ)
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while from (61) (i),

B2=B4 (modj 2).

(See also the last column of the table.) Taken in conjunction with (63) and
(65) (ii), the following conditions will therefore furnish our requirements:

U3—L3^ cube (mod v)

£,3-JV3ΞfΞcube (mod 37) and (mod 2749)

(N2-4LM)(N2-LM)2lβcube (mod 79).

These, in turn, reduce to the conditions

(69-a) 73 and 757 = cubes (mod v) ,

11 and 17 = cubes (mod v)

5 ΐ cube (mod*;)
( " ] I 2 * cube (mod 37)

3 * cube (mod 79) and (mod 2749).

Indeed, the reader may check that

23.5(7.11.13)(17.19)37 = 40.1001-323 (111/3)

= H-100 429 713.

Multiplying by 8x8 and reducing, we obtain

2 6 . 5 ( 1 M 7 ) ( 2 3 . 7 . 1 3 . 1 9 . 3 7 ) Ξ 7 3 (mod v)

hence by (64-b),

26.5(11.17)(i/3-£3) = 73.757 (modi/).

Again,

1 9 4 4 1 s l 2 ' <™d37>
2 32 11 (mod2 53 l l - l )

so from (64-a),

L3-N3=2(2.32γ (mod 37),

5\L3—N3)=y (mod 2749).

Lastly, 4799 = - 22 5 (mod 79)

and (66) gives

(N2-4LM)(N2-LMY= -3(2 4 34 5)3 (mod 79).

To avoid repetition, we shall postpone checking (69) until the end of the
next section.
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Trace conditions

Concerning (iv) of the Proposition, we have by equations (2-b) and the

table,

=xl (mod/2)

= y\—z\ = —ml (mod /3)

= xl+xl+yϊ

(B.+B,) = xl

K3(B2+Bt) = - (

(B3+B4) = xl+xϊ.

(mod /4)

Since

(x0, /2/4) = (*M /3) = (Kz2, l4) = 1,

it has only to be shown that

Γ #o+^1+^2=non-zero cube (mod /3)

xl~{-xl = non-zero cube (mod /4) .

From (60) we find

[λ, μ, a, c] = [—34, — 1 , 3, —16] (mod 79),

giving |>0, χ19 y2] = [-23, - 9 , - 3 ] (mod 79),

so 23(x3

0+xl+yl) = 33 (mod 79).

This gives (70) (i). For (70) (ii), since (λ, / 4 )=1, we must show

as-\-c3=non-zero cube (mod 2749).

Now from (60),

[ay C]ΞΞ[-3 2 .487, -3 5 ] (mod 2749).

Thence

α 3 + ^3 Ξ 3 6. 2 4i (mod 2749),

or 2.7(fl3+c3) = 5(32 5)3 (mod 2749),

and the desired conclusion will follow from

(71) 2 and 5 and 7 = cubes (mod 2749).
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The verification of (69-b) and (71) is immediate from the product criterion
of Note D, applied to the decompositions

\v = (17.2207)2+27(ll 179)2

4-37= 1P+27.1 2

4 . 7 9 = 17 2+27.P

2749 = 72+27(2 5)2.

Conditions (69-a) meanwhile, are a consequence of the following factorizations of
the reduced period equation (see Note D):

1 (τ+5)(τ+15)(τ-20)(mod73)

( (τ-10)(τ-46)(τ+56)(mod757).

This completes the checking of (i)-(iv) of the Proposition. We may thus
conclude that for the field Q(\/S) here considered, the ideal class group has
a subgroup isomorphic with C(3)4.

8. An infinite collection

To obtain further imaginary quadratic fields with 3-rank four (at least),
we take in place of (58)

[a, β, Ύ]

By (9-a), φ=3t2, and so in (17)

[0, t, - ί ] .

z,
M

JV

=

1 9t*

l+9ί 3 3/(3ί3+l)

Ll—9ί3

(72)

Write D(t) for the value of D produced by (5), (57), (72). Depending on
context, t will denote an indeterminate, a real variable, or a positive integer.
In the last case, define d(t) as the discriminant of the field Q(\/D(t)). The
Theorem of the Introduction will be proved by showing in turn that
(a) J(ί)->-oo asί->oo;

(b) For infinitely many positive integers t, the isomorphism (1) is valid.

The polynomial D(t)

Formulae (72) yield

L, M, N= 1 U, V, W=0 (mod t).

In (57) therefore, we have K= 1 (mod t) and

(73) λ, «, C Ξ O ; μ/K9 —Kb, v=l (mod t).
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Thus

(74) (*0, y0, #0)ΞΞ(0, - 1 , 0) (mod t).

Again, from (72) it is easy to calculate

- λ , v = 3H12+O(t9) and -a, c = 3H12+3Hn+O(t10),

so that with the help of (37-a) (i) we obtain

0yz0 = 312t2*+312t23+O(t22)
( ) ' yQ= 312t23+O(t22).

Combining (74) and (75) with (5) shows D(t) to be a polynomial of the form

D(t)= H 4 3 7 ¥ 4 1 .

We see from this equation that £)(£)->— oo as t-^oo. Condition (a) will follow

immediately by SiegeΓs Theorem [14] once it is determined that three or more

roots of D(t) are simple. Since D(t) is of odd degree however, we have only to

show it has no rational root.

Such a root would be of the form

t = ±2- w 3- M , 0 < w < 2 , 0<rc<72 .

Now by (5), D(t)>0 if \aμb<0. We use this fact to construct an interval

about t=0 within which Z)(*)Φθ. Indeed, from (35-a) (iii) and (57),

-Xaμb =LW2(L- W)(N- U)(2L2~LW+ W2)(L\2-M\v+Nv2).

The last factor on the right is a quadratic from and will agree in sign with L when

the discriminant is negative. We are thus reduced to the problem of marking

off a neighborhood of t=0 within which

( M2-ALN=3φV-3LN

L-W =

N—U= l-9t3-9t4>0.

By Descartes' Rule of Signs, none of these three polynomials can have

more than one real root of either sign. We find that φV—LN changes sign

in the intervals ( — 1, — — ) , (—, —) and that L— W, N—Uchange sign in

ί ——, — —hi—> l ) and (—2, — 1), ί—,— j respectively. Thus each poly-

nomial has exactly one positive and one negative root. Moreover, the
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inequalities above will hold simultaneously for — — <£ < — .

The work can be completed by checking that D(t)φO for * = ± 1 , ± — ,

— —. Except when t=ί9 it is found that \avc<.0> while a more elaborate

calculation with logarithms yields Z)(l)>0.

Congruences

The table of Part 7 is used without modification for relating the Pro-

position to the field Q(\/D(t)). The arguments which before showed the second

and third columns to contain integers, apply to show these entries lie now in

Z[t], and they will be denoted as A^t) and -B, (ί). We shall demonstrate con-

dition (b) under the Assumption: For l < / < 4 , the polynomials A^t), B{(t) are

relatively prime in Q[i\.

Set

where /,- is the same as in column 4 of the table and R{ is the resultant of A{(t)

and Bi(t) in Z[t], By assumption, i?t is a non-zero rational integer. Next, let

t be an integer satisfying

(76) ί=3 (modT).

Then (i), (iii) and (iv) of the Proposition are fulfilled in the case of Q(\/"D(t))

In fact, (76) gives

(77) Λ(*) = Λ(3), S,(/)Ξΰ,(3) (modΓ).

Since ΓΞΞO (mod /t), conditions (iii) and (iv) follow easily from the results of

Part 7. To obtain (i) we observe that (77) combined with Part 7 yields

{A^B ,{{))= \ (modT),

where the left member also divides T, since it divides i?f .

From condition (a) proved above, we shall certainly have d(t)<— 4 if t is

positive and sufficiently large, which supplies the remaining requirement (ii)

of the Proposition. The fields Q(χ/D(t)) formed in this way are thus imaginary

quadratic fields of 3-rank at least four, and they constitute a set of infinite

cardinality.

Polynomial common divisors

Our final task is therefore to justify the Assumption made above, and by

the reductions performed in the course of Part 7, it will be enough to show

that the following pairs of polynomials are coprime.
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(a) For i=l and 4:

(t9 yl—zl), (xo/t2, z0), (yoy z0)

(x0, N
3+U3)y (yoy L3-N3), (z0, L

3-U3) .

(b) Additionally, for ι'=3:

, (y19 N2-4LM), (M, * 0 ) .

(c) Additionally, for i=2:

(Kz2, W{L3-U3)I(M-V))
{Kz2i 4W(L3-U3)I(M~ V)-3KU2)
(y0, ZφK-NW).

A combination of two different techniques will be employed,
(i) If two polynomials with odd leading coefficients are not coprime, they will
have a common factor of positive degree after reduction modulo 2. The algebra
needed for computing the reduced forms of the polynomials from formulae
(57) can be minimized by representing polynomials modulo 2 as strings of
binary digits, in the obvious fashion. We require also a table of irreducible
polynomials (mod 2), such as the one given in [1, Appendix IV].

By (72),

L
M

N

U
V

w_

1

1+ί3 t(l+t3)
Ll+ί3 t(ί+t3).

so from (57) we obtain (congruences being modulo 2)

(mod 2),

(78)

b = (l+t)(l+t+t2)(\+t+t%l+t3+t*+f+t9)
c=t3(\+t+t*)(l+t+t3+t*+?)

All factorizations shown are complete. The value of μbλ will not be needed
and is omitted. From (37-a) (ii) however, we see

yx = —Z
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whence by (52)

Kz2 = 314*28+O(*27).

Consequently, there is no loss of degree due to reduction in the last congruence

of (78). The same holds for all the others, as follows immediately from (75).

(ii) Let ord denote the 3-adic exponential valuation of Q, and also its unique

extension to the algebraic closure Q3 of the 3-adic completion Q3. (N.B. ord(0)=

°o.) The 3-adic Newton polygon for

(79)

is the lower convex envelope of the points (/, oτd(ai)) (see [15, Ch. 3]). Since

the side-slopes for the polygon give the values of ord at the roots, polynomials

/(ί), g(t) generating disjoint sets of slopes can have no common root in Qz and

must be coprime. (Notationally, (/(£), g(i))=l. There will be no confusion,

since t always stands for an indeterminate in what follows.)

From (57) and (72) we find

-\IW= 2+3t+3Ψ-3Ψ-2-33t5+3Ψ (slope: —\

-\IW-alLW=3(l+2t+3t2-3t3-2 3Ψ-3Ψ+3Ψ+2 3Ψ)

^Slopes: 0,—)

μ\K= l-3ί+3¥-2.3¥+3 4 ί 6 -3 4 / 7 (slope: - 4

3φK-NW = 3t(l+3t+3Ψ+3-5t3+3Ψ+33t5+3Ψ)

(Slopes: oo,i_, A

These preparations completed, we proceed to investigate conditions (a), (b),

(c) above, (see also the remarks following (57).)

(a) The truth of (t,yl —zl)=l is apparent from (74). Also,

(80) (-λ/ΪΓ, -a/LW)= 1,

by application of the 3-adic argument to the first two members in (79). In

view of (35-a) (i), this leads to (—X/W, v)=\. From (57) (iv) it is easily

seen that

(81) (W,v)=l

and we obtain (λ, v)=\. This can be strengthened to read

(λα, v) = 1 ,
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by use of (35-a) (i) again. On the other hand, since

(λ/3ί, vU)=l,

equation (35-a) (ii) gives

(λ/3ί, 0 = 1 .

The desired conclusion

(82) ((3ί)-% *0) = 1

will be obtained once it is shown that

(aβt, 0 = 1 .

Now (—alLW>-3φ)=l, hence

(a/W9c)=l

by (57) (vii) and (80). And

by (81), since from (35-a) (ii)

c=vU(mod λ) and therefore (mod W).

The result follows on multiplying the last two equations.
From (57) it can be seen that t2 is the highest power of t dividing c, and

therefore also zo> by (73). Thus (82) yields

(x0,

and by (37-a) (i) we get

(Uy0, (3t)-%) = I .

Hence by (74),

(y0, zo) = i

To show (Xa, N3+U3)=ί, we check that

(λ, L3+ W3) = 1 = {a, K(L+ W){N+ U))

(see (42)). However, from (57), X = 4L3(mod(Z,+ W)) so (λ, L+ W)=l, while

(W, L2-LW+ W2) = 1 = (2L2-LW+ W2, L2-LW+ W2),

where the first term in the right member equals (—λ/TΓ). This gives the
former requirement. For the latter, note

a = 3/(1—3ί3)(l+3ί—9ί4)(l—9/3—9ί4)

K(L+ W)(N+ U) = (l+3t+9t2+9t3+9t*)(l-3t+9ti)(l-9t3+9ti).
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All five quartic factors appearing are irreducible, being irreducible (mod 2).
Since they are all distinct, the result is immediate.

In order to prove

((μlK){Kb), L3-N3) = 1 ,

we note that

L3-N3 = 3φ(LU-NW) = (3ί) 3 ( l-3V+3V).

The Newton polygon for the second factor (which is a factor of 1 + 39/18) has a

single side of slope —. By (79) (iii), this sextic must be prime to μ\K. And

as reduction produces l+Z3+£6, which is irreducible (mod 2), its coprimality
with Kb is a consequence of (78) (vi).

Lastly, we must show

(vc, L3- U3) = 1 .

But this follows at once from (78). For

l+tl2=(l+t3γ (mod 2)

which gives

(83) L3-U3=(l+tγ(ί+t+t2γ (mod 2).

(b) To verify

(yl93φW)=l,

we need only show (y19 W)=ί. However, as

yλ = v2 (mod λ)

by (35-a) (iv), this is a consequence of (81).

Again, seeing that N2—4ZΛMΓ has the same degree as iV2, the condition

(JΊ, N2-ALM) = 1

requires only the coprimality of yu N (mod 2). Now

M=N=l+t3 (mod 2),

whereas with congruences modulo the ideal (2, 1 + *3) of Z[t], we have in (78)

= t3(l+t(\+t3))((\+t)(l+t3)+t") = t2

hence vc= 1. By (36-a) (ii) therefore, y x =3φ=ί 2 , which gives the result sought.
The last condition
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(Jf, *0) = 1

is easy from (78).

(c) We have

M- F = ( l + 0 2 ( l + *+*2) (mod 2),

so by (83)

W^~^=t(l+ty(l+t+tγ (mod 2),
M— V

which is seen to be prime to Kvc1 (mod 2) in (78). For showing Kvcλ is prime

to

Γ3 TT3

M-V
-3KU2,

we note that the terms in the latter expression are both of degree 12, so it is

enough to check Kvclf KU2 are coprime (mod 2). This is immediate from (78).

Regarding the sole remaining requirement

((μ/K)(Kb), ZφK-NW) = 1 ,

we obtain from (79) the fact

(μ/K, 3φK-NW) = 1 .

And since

3φK-NW = t(l+t+t3)(l+t2+t3) (mod 2),

it follows from (78) we have also

(Kb, 3φK-NW) = 1 .

The correctness of the Assumption is thereby proved, and with it the

Theorem.

Notes

A. An alternative derivation

For simplicity, set X=l=a, so equations (4) assume the inhomogeneous

form

Solutions of the system may be denoted by ordered tuples [μ> v, b, b19 c, cj.

Each such solution gives rise to another, namely [v, μ> cf cly b, δj, the effect of

the corresponding linear transformation of the variables being to interchange
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the two equations. Again, when μ,, b, bγ are replaced by b> μ, μbjb respectively

(v, c, cλ being held fixed), the equations are separately preserved. By incorpo-

rating the analogous alteration of v> c, cλ we derive from the original solution,

S say, the solution 3 given by [b, cy μ, μbjb, v> vcλ\c\.

The particular self-transformation of the system to which this corresponds

is distinguished as follows. The resolution of (4) obtained in Part 4 resulted

from the solution (33) of equation (27). The latter has other solutions, howe-

ver. In fact, we may use (29) to write (27) (in its inhomogeneous form) as

(UηWf+μ){LIW-Ev+kv2)+(UIW+v)(LηWf-E'μ+kμ2) = 0,

where E=(M- F)/H^and Έ'=(M- V')\W. Note that by (14) (ii), we have

(84) L+EU+kV=0.

Let

where the value of A* remains to be chosen (cf. (30)). Elimination of μ then

yields the quadratic equation

+ [{k-k*)LIW+k*{kk*+E')UIW] = 0.

As we know, one way of solving this equation is to choose k*=k. Ano-

ther way takes advantage of the fact that the coefficient of v2 is linear in A*

and can be made to vanish. Thus on choosing

k* = -k-Uε+E'),
k

v will be determined by the linear equation

\kk\-k+w\w)+Efυ\w-Eυf\wr\v+\(k-k^ = o.

From (28), the coefficient of v may be written as

(U'IW'-UIW)(k2+E+E')+E'UIW-EU'IW'

and using (84)-(84/) to eliminate E, Ef we can bring this to the simple form

k{L'jW'2—LIW2). For present purposes however, we write it instead as

k{k2+E')-{2k2+E+E')UIW.

Again, the constant term in the equation is
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kLjW-k*(L+EU)IW+k(k2+E+E')UIW

= (k-k*)(L+EU)IW+k(k2+E')UIW

= -(2A2+E+E') V/W+k(k2+E')UIW,

by (84). The value of v is therefore given by the ratio

_ (2k2+E+E')V-k{k2+E')U
(2k2+E+E')U-k(k2+E')W'

This however, is precisely the value assigned to c in (the inhomogeneous
form of) (33)-(34). If S stand for the latter solution and £Z* for the new one,
we have therefore shown that

v(2*) = c(S).

Now this implies that, additionally,

For the equation

(which is valid for both solutions), remains correct when the roles of v and c
are interchanged. Thus

Moreover, by symmetry we have

μ(2*) = b(S), b(2*) = μ(S) .

The equations (4-a) and (4-b) themselves suffice to determine now the values
of ^(S*) and £i(2*), and we see that 2 * is none other than the solution 3
described earlier.

Finally, a glance at (5) shows the value of D will be the same for 2 (hence
2*) as for S. The two quite different techniques for solution of (27) lead
accordingly to the same results.

B. Numerical values

Less factored forms of the larger numbers in (60) are

ί Kb= -2.11-2 66176 90069

j μbχ = _62 42453 21587 90031

( Kvcx=2 01256 26027 96210 66953.

The labor of checking the work can be reduced as follows. Instead of re-
computing Kb from (57) (vi), let the equation be written as
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Kb+(μlK)K2N= —\(3φK—LU).

If the proposed value be used for Kb, the left side will read

2.11(11.37.3203.10632-2 66176 90069).

Multiplication by 11 and 37 (=111/3) are easy. For the first term in paren-
theses we find the value 147 30513 17749. After performing the subtraction
indicated, the result can be compared with the right side of the equation by
trying the factors of λ given by (60) (ii). In this way, successive divisions
(resulting in smaller numbers) take the place of repeated multiplication.

Similar remarks apply with greater force to the calculations for μbx and
Kvcl9 the terms containing the factor \a in the last two formulae of (57) being
the ones to isolate.

C. Primality of z/-378 088 327

The known idoneal determinant —462 (see [6, §303]) divides

ẑ —1 = 2 32 7-11-53.5147.

The eight reduced forms for this determinant are ax2-\-cy2 with a<cy ac=4 62.
Only the principal form represents quadratic residues of 3, 7, 11 so we are to
show there is just one decomposition (with x> y positive)

v = *2+462y2.

Now * < 19444, while

x=±l (mod 2, 3, 7, 11),

so that by the Chinese remainder theorem

±(*-462f) = 1, 43, 155 or 197

with 0<£<42. For the cases # = ± 1 + 4 6 2 * , we have therefore (upper and
lower signs corresponding throughout)

From these congruences

—3T2t+2t2

±t
-2(l±t+f)

3T2t

- 5 T 2 ί

, - 3 T 2 ί + 6 ί 2

it is easy to see

(mod 8)

(mod 3)

(mod 5)

(mod 7)

(mod 11)

(mod 13).

that ί ί O , 1 (mod 4), and moreover
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± f * 2 (3); 0, 4 (5) 0, 2, 6 (7); 0, 2, 5, 9, 10 (11);

3,4, 5, 6, 10, 12(13).

If we write down the numbers = 2, 3 (mod 4) from 2 to 42, then deletion of
those = 2 (mod 3) and so on, will be found to exclude all. The case x = 1+462*
is therefore impossible. However, after deleting numbers = —2 (mod 3) etc.,
there remain 18 and 38. Taking £=18 gives y2=β6S 721, which is not a
perfect square. But from £=38, we obtain the representation

v= 175552+6462 3892.

The same exclusion moduli 4, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 may be used to show that
±x= 43, 155, 197 (mod 462) do not lead to further decompositions. The
one above is therefore unique and v must be a prime number.

D. Cubic residues

If p is a prime = 1 (mod 3), we may write

4p = e+2Ίv2.

Sufficient conditions for the prime q( =t= p) to be a cubic residue of p are then
as follows.

(i) ξv = O (mod 2).

When q=2, 3, 5 or 7, this condition is also necessary. See [10], [11].
(ii) The congruence

τ^=p(3τ+ξ) (mod?)

has a root τ(mod q)> provided (q, 3η)=ί. See [8]. (Note that (ii) is just the
condition for q to split fully in the cubic abelian field of discriminant p2. The
latter field is Q(τ) or Q(τ'), where (cf. [6, §358])

We have

discr (T) = (27^) 2 , discr (r') = (ξpf ,

the connection between T, T' being

2+f/τ+3*/τ' - 0 .)

E. Real quadratic fields

By the second inequality in Scholz' condition [12]
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the Theorem proved above (r>4 infinitely often) has the immediate conse-
quence that infinitely many real quadratic fields have 3-rank three or larger.
It would clearly be preferable (in retrospect!) to have a proof that s>4 infinitely
often and to deduce our Theorem from the first inequality.

A means for achieving this end is given by Yamamoto in Part II of [16].
Since

-27B2+4A3 = -27(B2-4(Aβ)3),

the problem of finding several trinomial cubics x3—Ax+B having the same
discriminant is exactly the one treated above (see Part 2). Assuming some
four of these cubics define unramified extensions of the same (real) quadratic
field K (criteria for this being given in [16]), we shall have s(K)>4 provided
the extensions are independent, that is, none is contained in the compositum
of the others.

A test for independence is easily supplied. Let K19 K2, ••• be cubic fields
of discriminant d, where d is the discriminant of K. Then the composite,
sextic fields KK{ will be independent provided there are rational primes lu /2, •••
such that for each z, (/,.) is fully split in Ku •• ,ϋΓf but inert in Ki+1. For
example, with d = 3 6 + 4 196 we have

( x(x-8)(x+S) (mod 17)
*3-370*+ 73i = J v A -r v )

1 ' ' * w ' ~ w -3) (mod 11)
3-694*+6523 = ] ~ — 5 ( m ° d 1 ? )

x(x-ί)(x+l) (mod 11)

•-604X+5067M * > + 8 * + 1 ( m O d l 7 >
1 χt+χ-4 (mod 11).

Thus Q{\Jlΐ) has $>3. The class group is in fact precisely C(3)3 (see [13]).

F. Correction to [3]

The second sentence of the proof of Lemma 4 should state that there is
a natural imbedding of Q[s] in QH[s, t] given by

/ω-'de8</)/w)
(to which the map t -> 1 is inverse).

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO
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